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Abstract—Despite the widespread adoption of Web services in modern computing applications, there remains a lack of a systematic approach that can guide service developers in creating appealing services. This paper addresses this gap by presenting findings from a comprehensive study of RapidAPI web services, the largest service marketplace, and their integration into GitHub-hosted applications. We collected data on over 16K RapidAPI services and 19K corresponding GitHub repositories invoking these services, evaluating each service based on metrics such as latency, reliability, pricing, community support, and provider support. Our analysis examines how these metrics influence service popularity and usage patterns on GitHub. We manually analyzed 800 GitHub repositories and identified developers’ service selection preferences and integration patterns, considering alternative services and their features. Additionally, we classified GitHub developers based on proficiency levels to understand how developers’ levels of proficiency impact their service selection and integration strategies. Our findings offer insights for service marketplaces to recommend integration-friendly services and for service developers to create offerings tailored to real-world application needs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the realm of web services, service selection represents a fundamental and enduring problem. This problem can be articulated as follows: when confronted with a collection of equivalent web services offering similar functionalities and usable interchangeably, how to identify and select the service that most effectively fulfills an application’s functional requirements. Existing approaches solve this problem based on various facets, including latency, cost, reliability, community support, and trust [1], [2], [3]. These approaches typically operate under the assumption that integration developers prioritize specific service facets when selecting services. However, the extent to which integration developers prioritize these facets remains unclear, leaving service providers uncertain about which aspects of their services require improvement.

In this work, we take an empirical approach to this problem by conducting a large-scale study. Rather than surveying and interviewing integration developers, our study derives actionable insights by studying how they integrate services in their source code. To execute our empirical study at a sufficiently large scale to derive meaningful insights, we had to overcome the following challenges: 1) how to identify service invocations within the source code, as developers often utilize various libraries with diverse functionalities; 2) how to distinguish the invoked services in the absence of a standardized format, such as differentiating service from other HTTP requests; 3) how to identify and extract relevant metadata associated with services.

In the service-oriented architecture (SOA), a service registry enables providers to register their services and integration developers to find the services they need [4], [5]. Recent years have seen the rapid growth of a new type of service registry that we call Marketplaces, which provides a one-stop solution for integrating services throughout the application lifecycle: 1) Integration developers can use keywords to search for services; 2) when invoking a service, the request is sent to the marketplace, which authenticates the credentials of the request and serves as a middleman delegating the requests; 3) the marketplace further measures the amount of requests, the latency and successful status of each request, and displays such metadata on each service’s web page; 4) based on the billing strategies specified by service providers, the marketplace handles the billing for integration developers’ service subscriptions; 5) the marketplace also provides discussion forums for integration developers and service providers to communicate directly.

Due to their convenience and utility, the SOA ecosystem makes extensive use of marketplaces, such as RapidAPI, and BaiduAPI, which attract 16K services, over 4 million users [1] and 400 billion invocations per month [6]. These emerging platforms also enable large-scale empirical studies. We take advantage of marketplaces as the source of relevant service metadata, while using open-source software repositories as the source of service invocation statistics. Juxtaposing the obtained information provides a powerful avenue for better understanding integration developers’ rationale for selecting and integrating services.

This paper reports on the results of a large-scale empirical study that focuses specifically on how developers select and integrate services. We collected 16K services with their metadata from RapidAPI, and 19K GitHub repositories that invoke these services. We first analyzed how different service facets impact their popularity as measured by RapidAPI and as measured

https://rapidapi.com/company/
by us from mining GitHub repositories, identifying the root causes for the differences. To pinpoint the exact reasons why developers select particular services, we randomly picked 800 services used in different repositories. We manually labeled whether alternate services could replace them by inspecting their call sites. We also divided integration developers into categories based on their proficiency levels and studied how they differed in service selection and integration.

The paper makes two primary contributions. Firstly, it introduces a novel methodology for empirically studying how integration developers select services, accompanied by the public release of all collected data for use by fellow researchers and practitioners. Secondly, through analysis of the gathered data, the paper addresses the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: What are the common characteristics shared by services managed through RapidAPI, as well as the GitHub repositories and developers who utilize these services?
- **RQ2**: How do various service facets correlate with their usage patterns, as observed on both RapidAPI and GitHub platforms?
- **RQ3**: What factors primarily influence integration developers in selecting a service from a set of equivalent options with similar functionalities?
- **RQ4**: How does the proficiency level of developers influence their practices in selecting and integrating services?

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background and related work. Section III details how we collected data from RapidAPI and GitHub, and answers RQ1. Section IV analyzes data and provides answers to the other RQs. Sections V and VI introduce the threats to validity and implications of our research. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce background knowledge about using RapidAPI as a marketplace, existing work on service selection, and empirical study approaches for service integration and available datasets.

A. Service Registry and How RapidAPI is Different

Traditional service registries serve as a bridge for integration developers to find services. RapidAPI, initially founded in 2015, is now the largest service registry. It takes a brand new role in service-oriented architecture as a service marketplace, which acts as a delegation between service providers and consumers. All service requests are sent to the delegation servers of RapidAPI, which further query the actual servers managed by service providers to obtain the results and return them to integration developers.

In particular, the marketplace acts as a ‘One-stop-solution’ providing Service consumers with features like service discovery, QoS monitoring, API documentation, API service subscription, and billing all within a Platform as a Service (PaaS) offering, supporting the entire software development life cycle. The service providers share with the platform the invocation URL of their services, along with the documentation and example code for using the services and their price. The integration developers can discover the service and utilize it by subscribing to the service and managing billing on a platform itself.

RapidAPI consists of 49 different categories of services like Sports, Finance, Data, Entertainment, etc., and 522 collections represent a group of APIs sharing common characteristics. RapidAPI editors manually pick the services in each collection.

In RapidAPI, each service contains a cluster of endpoints that provide distinct functionalities. All the endpoints in a service share the same invocation URL, and RapidAPI measures the QoS and the usages by services, not endpoints. Hence, in our data collection and analysis, we carry on the definition of services from RapidAPI and measure the performance and usages for each service, or say, a cluster of endpoints.

B. Service Selection Criteria

Selecting the appropriate service that aligns with the desired requirements is essential for developers to meet both functional and performance expectations. Numerous research studies have been conducted to assist developers in recommending services or selecting optimal services, focusing primarily on evaluating or predicting QoS parameters such as availability, latency, reliability, etc. Other than QoS, cost is an important problem. There have already been multiple small-scale studies on this topic. For example, surveyed less than 300 users on their opinions towards selecting one SMS service from 92 candidate services. Its result indicates that the service facets, ranking by their impact on the selection results, are 1) functionality of the service; 2) reliability; 3) cost; 3) developer support; and 4) latency. However, this paper excludes these criteria from our study, as the QoS, end-user QoS, and design anti-patterns of services may also be considered [20]. However, this paper excludes these criteria from our study, as the QoS, end-user QoS, and design anti-patterns are hard to measure on a large scale.

C. Empirical Study of Service Integration

Understanding integration developers’ preferences has been an important problem. There have already been multiple small-scale studies on this topic. For example, surveyed less than 300 users on their opinions towards selecting one SMS service from 92 candidate services. Its result indicates that the service facets, ranking by their impact on the selection results, are 1) functionality of the service; 2) reliability; 3) cost; 3) developer support; and 4) latency. However, this rating for SMS service is ad-hoc and may not represent the general developer’s preferences. Similarly, interviewed 40 developers about their preferences over 3 sets of services,
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III. DATA COLLECTION

A. Collecting Service Metadata from RapidAPI

Initially, we obtained the full list of web services from all 49 RapidAPI categories. For each web service in the list, we crawled its detail page. We obtained metrics that include popularity, latency, service level, pricing, hostname, guiding documents, and discussion forums, as indicated by Fig. 2. The popularity, latency, and service level with hostname (in Fig. 2a) are directly measured by RapidAPI, as it delegates service requests. The guiding documents (in Fig. 2b) are also specified by service providers to guide integration developers. For the discussion forums (in Fig. 2c), we collected pages of discussions and the number of replies. The pricing (in Fig. 2d) is set by service providers and may have different formats. For example, developers can set the price for the monthly subscription, the quota (hourly, daily, or monthly request limits), and the per-request cost if the total requests exceed the quota. We further collected the collections, which are similar services manually grouped by editors.

B. Collecting Services Usages from Github

Invoking services from RapidAPI always requires specifying X-RapidAPI-Host of the service, which has a similar format of “service name”+“p.rapidapi.com,” with “service name” being unique to each service. For example, the RapidAPI host for “Bitcointy” service is “community-bitcointy.p.rapidapi.com.” Hence, we searched on Github for repositories using the X-RapidAPI-Host of services as the keyword, as specified by steps 4 and 5 in Fig. 1. We collected each repository’s metadata, including repository URLs, stars, forks, watchers (Fig. 2e) and its owner (Fig. 2f). We also collected each owner’s repository count and followers to measure their proficiency.

C. Statistics of Collected Data:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platforms / Data collection</th>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RapidAPI services</td>
<td>16,613</td>
<td>16,395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RapidAPI services used in GitHub</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repositories using RapidAPI services</td>
<td>10,317</td>
<td>19,733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Data collection from RapidAPI and GitHub

We conducted two rounds of data collection, in July 2023 and March 2024, to understand how RapidAPI services and their usage changed in 8 months. Table I displays the data collection statistics gathered from RapidAPI and GitHub across two rounds. We observe that 31.60% services available in the first round were removed from RapidAPI at the time of our second round collection, with similar amount of services being added. The utilization of RapidAPI services on GitHub experienced a surprising increase of 93.6%, from 10K repositories to 19K repositories.

Figure 3a illustrates the statistical overview of RapidAPI services. In round 1, we gathered data from 16,613 services, the metrics of 41.96% of which turned undefined. Undefined metrics occur whenever the number of developers using a service is insufficient for RapidAPI to collect enough information about the service’s popularity, latency, and service level. Similarly, in round 2, data from 16,395 services were collected, with 47.89% of them featuring undefined metrics. Round 2 shows a 5.94% increase in services with undefined metrics, as compared to round 1. Among the 31.60% services removed from round 2, 67.90% exhibit undefined metrics.

D. Labeling RapidAPI Service Facets

The service metadata provided by RapidAPI provides numeric values for each service’s latency, service level, and popularity. We further define how to label three additional facets, including pricing, support from service developers, and support from the community, as detailed below.

• Popularity: The popularity metric is associated with the invocations for a particular service. It is depicted by the RapidAPI platform on a scale of 0 to 10 with a granularity of 0.1, where a higher score indicates greater service utilization. The value is calculated by RapidAPI using two factors: how many developers are using each service and how many requests are sent within a certain period. However, RapidAPI’s calculation algorithm is not publicly accessible.

³https://docs.rapidapi.com/docs/faqs
Latency: Noting that RapidAPI delegates all service requests, latency is measured as the average time (ms) it takes for a delegation server to receive a response from the API server for all calls within the last 30 days.

Service Level: The service level metric indicates server reliability through successful service calls. On the RapidAPI platform, the service level is depicted on a scale of 0% to 100% with a granularity of 1%, where a higher score indicates greater service reliability.

Pricing: RapidAPI enables service providers to specify various price models, including basic, pro, ultra, and mega, each with a distinctive pricing structure for every service. Initially, we classified the services into three categories: cost-free (services with more than 100 requests per day), limited cost-free (services with fewer than 100 requests per day), and paid services. For the limited cost-free and paid categories, we calculated a “cost per request” by 1) choosing the price model with the lowest cost, as most integration developers may choose the lowest cost; 2) dividing the cost by number of requests allowed per period. As an illustration, in the case of the service depicted in Figure 2d, we opt for the basic model due to its lower cost. However, this model only allows for 24 requests per day, falling short of our set threshold of 100 requests per day. Consequently, we will consider the cost per request as $0.7. In cases where the cost per request parameter is unspecified, we have evaluated it by Requests/Day.

Support from service providers: This metric involves information about the documentation support provided by the service providers on the marketplace to assist the developers in utilizing their services. Using documentation content and resource links (see Fig. 2b) as parameters, we set a threshold value of documentation word count of at least 100 words, as a minimum of 100 words can adequately convey necessary details. In particular, we categorized the service providers’ support as: 1) good, if a service has at least a 100-word count for the documentation as well as a resource link; 2) average, if a service has either one but not both; and 3) poor, if neither is available.

Support from the community: This metric provides information regarding whether the integration developers of a service are forming a community to help each other. For each service, we consider how many discussion threads have at least one reply, as answering questions forms a healthier community than purely asking questions. In particular, we categorized the service community support as: 1) good, if 70% of discussions have replies; 2) average for 70% to 10%, and 3) poor for 10% to 0%.

Fig. 3 shows the service distributions based on our customized metrics, i.e., cost per request, service developer’s support, and community support. We observe that: 1) most services fall into the cost-free category, but still more than 10% services charge for more than 1 cent per request; 2) over 60% service developers provide good or average support for their integration developers; and 3) only very few services have an activity community.

Fig. 4 shows the service distribution based on popularity, latency, and service level, with the blue line denoting services collected in round 1, yellow for round 2, and green for services included in round 1 but removed in round 2. Note that here we excluded the services with undefined metrics. We observe that 1) the service level and popularity of services in round 1, round 2, and removed are almost identical; 2) over 70% of services removed from round 2 have high latency, making the average latency of services in round 2 smaller than round 2; 4) however, many services still suffer from poor QoS, i.e.,
E. Labeling GitHub Developers’ Proficiency

The developer proficiency level may impact the service selection as per their preferences. In particular, to measure the proficiency of a developer who owns a GitHub repository that integrates RapidAPI services, we consider the following three aspects: i) the number of repositories owned, ii) the number of forks on the repository that invoke RapidAPI services, and iii) the number of followers. As the resulting metric has multiple dimensions, we applied the following rules to classify developers into three levels:

- **Skilled Developers**: If all three aspects fall in the top 20% of their respective counts.
- **Average Developers**: If any 2 aspects fall in the top 20% of their respective counts.
- **Novice Developers**: If only one or no metric falls in the top 20% of their respective counts.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of developers’ proficiency levels under our definition. We observe that less than 25% of developers that integrate services in their software are classified as skilled and average, with a majority of users fall into the novice category.

Observation 2: RapidAPI Services Characteristics

Developers can use over 3/4 of services offered on RapidAPI for free, but many services suffer from poor QoS and inadequate support from service providers and the community.

![Fig. 4: RapiAPI Service Distribution](image)

1. Popularity Distribution
2. Latency Distribution
3. Service Level Distribution

As the resulting metric has multiple dimensions, we applied the following rules to classify developers into three levels:

- **Skilled Developers**: If all three aspects fall in the top 20% of their respective counts.
- **Average Developers**: If any 2 aspects fall in the top 20% of their respective counts.
- **Novice Developers**: If only one or no metric falls in the top 20% of their respective counts.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of developers’ proficiency levels under our definition. We observe that less than 25% of developers that integrate services in their software are classified as skilled and average, with a majority of users fall into the novice category.
**F. Labeling GitHub Service Usages**

We further measured the main purposes of the repositories using services. We analyzed the primary programming language used in each repository, which is provided by Github, and categorized the purposes of the repository by the primary language, as listed below:

- Web Development, with languages being Javascript, Typescript, HTML, CSS, Jupyter Notebook, EJS, Svelte, Vue, ASP.NET, etc.
- General Purpose Scripting, with languages being Python, Ruby, PHP, Perl, Groovy, Lua, etc.
- Mobile App Development, with languages being Swift, Kotlin, and Dart.
- Backend Systems, with languages being C Sharp, Java, Go, Rust, C++, Scala, Haskell, etc.
- Databased, with languages being SQL, HCL, and PLSQL.
- Document and Template Languages, with languages being Tex, XSLT, and Roff.
- Others, with languages not in the above categories.

Other observed insights are as follows:

- Latency (see Fig. [7a]): 1) extremely low latencies of 1 to 99 ms may not increase the service’s popularity, as confirmed by both RapidAPI and Github; 2) different impacts of latency on service usages are observed, i.e., Github developers favor services with less than 1s of latency, while RapidAPI indicates developers favor services with less than 10s of latency.
- Reliability (see Fig. [7b]): as confirmed by both RapidAPI and Github, developers tend to prefer services that offer good reliability, typically in the range of 97% to 99%, rather than those with perfect reliability of 100%, which is against the common assumption that services need to guarantee the reliability of several nines. One possible reason causing this phenomenon could be that, as more developers use a service, sending their requests, the service’s reliability decreases. Or we can say that instead of developers choosing services with lower reliability, developers’ choices cause services’ reliability to decrease.
- Support from Service Providers (see Fig. [7d]): the correlations between support from service providers and service usages measured by Github and RapidAPI differ. Services with little or no documentation and no resource URLs may be more popular than services with either of these properties present, as observed on RapidAPI. Finding a plausible reason that explains this phenomenon remains an open research question.

**Observation 4: Service Usage Characteristics**

Developers prioritize reliability and latency within acceptable thresholds. Nevertheless, robust support mechanisms, from both the developer and the community, remain crucial.

---

**IV. Data Analysis**

This section details the data analysis we employed to address Research Questions 2 to 4.

**A. Correlation between Service Facets and Usages**

First, we aim to answer *RQ2*. The popularity of RapidAPI is indicated by both the number of developers utilizing the service and the frequency of invocations made to those services. We correlated this metric by examining the number of repositories utilizing each service on GitHub, terming it as the average repositories per service to evaluate the usage of each RapidAPI service on GitHub.

Fig. [7b] illustrates the relationship between the average RapidAPI popularity of all services and the average number of repositories on GitHub utilizing these RapidAPI services. We observe that as RapidAPI popularity increases, so does the number of average repositories on GitHub. This correlation indicates that GitHub can serve as a suitable platform for studying the RapidAPI usage patterns. However, for the services used in more than 40 repositories, we observe a slight decrease in their average popularity, which may be caused by not so many end users using these repositories and sending fewer requests, as RapidAPI popularity is measured by both the number of subscribers and the invocation frequency.

Further in Fig. [7] We compared various RapidAPI service facets and analyzed their impact on service usage. As a general trend, we observe that higher service level (reliability), lower cost, and better support from service providers and the community attract more developers, as indicated by Figs. [7b] [7c] [7d] and [7e], which is not surprising.

---

**Observation 3: RapidAPI Services Usage**

Services are widely used in web development, but less used in mobile Apps.
Three co-authors manually inspected how services are integrated into Github repositories. By calling RapidAPI-provided functions, they randomly selected 800 Github repositories, from which they identified approximately 382 unique RapidAPI services, all of which they inspected manually.

To identify alternative service options for services utilized within each GitHub repository, we adopted the following procedure: 1) we inspected the input/output parameters for each service in use; 2) to help with manually labeling alternative services, we filtered out candidate services that fall into the same collection with the service in use, and appended the candidate service set using keyword search on RapidAPI; 3) if at least two of the three manual inspectors agreed that a service in the candidate set can take the inputs of the service in use and generate outputs with similar physical meaning, we marked the service as an alternative for the current service in use. Out of 382 services analyzed, we identified 332 as having potential replacements.

We further analyzed each RapidAPI facet distribution for 332 services with potential replacements and compared them with the possible alternatives. The facets analysis is divided into 3 categories:

- Facets with no impact: Service level and pricing show similar trends for the selected and alternative services as in Fig. 8c, 8d For pricing, Adam Smith’s “invisible hand” [23] can influence the pricing strategies of competing services, as each market consistently provides more appealing pricing to attract customers. The pricing graph indicates a similar outcome, with the selected and alternative services reaching nearly identical pricing.
- Facets with minor impact: The popularity and latency as shown in Fig. 8a, 8b, may have a minor impact while selecting services from a set of similar options. Selected services exhibit comparatively higher popularity, alongside low-latency performance, specifically those with latencies below 1 second.
- Facets with significant impact: The support provided by service providers and the community significantly influences developers, as illustrated in Fig. 8c and 8d where it is evident that most selected services enjoy better support from both service providers and the community compared to the alternative services.

**Observation 5: How Do Developers Select Services**

When selecting services from equivalent options, developers are impacted by the following factors ranked from the highest to the lowest: 1) Service provider support and Community support; 2) Latency and Popularity; and 3) Service level and Pricing.

**C. How Developer Proficiency Impacts Service Integration**

We analyzed the developers’ categories as per their proficiency levels in Sec. III-E labeled as as “Skilled”, “Average”, and “Novice” developers. In particular, we studied how developer proficiency impacts two aspects of service
integration: 1) service selection; and 2) error handling. We paid special attention to error handling, driven by the finding of many popular services being afflicted by high latency and low reliability.

1) Service Selection: Although services selected by skilled developers slightly outperformed as compared to those selected by average and novice developers in terms of service level, pricing, and community support (Fig. 9c, 9d and 9f) the difference between them was not particularly evident.

As per Figure 9b, the latency aspect reveals that skilled developers prefer integrating services with lower latencies, typically ranging between 1 millisecond to 1 second, compared to average and novice developers. Moreover, beyond the 1s threshold, the usage of services by skilled developers declines, compared to their average and novice developers. This finding indicates that skilled developers recognize the importance of fast responsiveness when selecting services.

Fig. 9c illustrates both skilled and average developers consider service provider’s support like good documentation details, resource links, tutorials, and similar resources when selecting services. It might seem surprising, but skilled developers highly value documentation quality. Experienced developers might view good documentation as a sign of solid software engineering practices. Essentially, well-made software often has detailed documentation. While experienced developers may not always need the documentation for integration, they like to see it as evidence of well-crafted services.

Skilled and average developers also prefer the popularity facet distribution, as shown in Fig. 9a. One explanation for this finding is that services gain popularity as skilled and average developers select them rather than some services possessing high popularity upfront.

Fig. 8: RapidAPI facets comparison for selected services and their alternatives

2) Error handling: Our analysis, as depicted in Fig. 9b and 9c indicates that many services are impacted by high latency and low reliability. Without proper error handling, an App may be frozen, waiting for services’ responses or even crash if the request is not successful. Many HTTP libraries have a default timeout (e.g., 5 minutes for Python requests). The default timeout may be inappropriate for services, as some of which may take an unusually long time to execute, while others
need to be retried as soon as their execution fails to meet a shorter latency. Hence, developers must realize the importance of error handling in service invocations and implement proper strategies such as retries after failures and customized timeout.

- Basic exception handling, such as usage of try-catch blocks or providing error details by logging HTTP status codes (e.g., 404, 500) or other customized messages, which comprises 68% of repositories.
- Proper exception handling, such as timeout and retries, which comprises only 0.4% repositories.

**Observation 7: Coding Patterns Characteristics**

Many service developers are unaware of the pressing need for proper error handling when integrating services into their code.

### V. Threats to Validity

**Internal validity:** When labeling alternative services (Sec. IV-B), we determined whether a service could serve as a replacement at given call sites based on our judgment, which presents an internal validity threat. To mitigate it, three co-authors participated in the manual labeling process, so in instances of disagreement among their opinions, a majority voting mechanism was employed to reach a consensus.

**External validity:** We focused our analysis on the 53% data subset, which contained QoS metrics measured by RapidAPI,
as illustrated in Fig. 3a. Consequently, this analysis focus may have limited its scope and depth. How we define community support, service provider support, and cost per request may also impact the analysis results. Although more factors may be considered in measuring these service facets, our metrics include the most important factors for each facet. Another potential external threat to the validity of this study lies in the GitHub data collection process related to RapidAPI services, as it relies solely on open-source repositories. This data selection thus excludes any insights that could have been obtained from private repositories inaccessible to us, potentially introducing bias or incomplete representation.

VI. IMPLICATIONS

The study we have carried out discovered 1) the characteristics of RapidAPI-managed services by examining their various facets, 2) how these services are used on GitHub with respect to their various facets, 3) how developers choose services over alternative options; and 4) how developers’ proficiency levels impact their choices. Our findings can have useful implications for different stakeholders:

- **For Integration Developers:** The insights into RapidAPI’s multifaceted nature can guide developers in systematically evaluating service facets, while also highlighting the importance of robust error-handling strategies.
- **For Service Providers:** These insights can also inform service providers about developer expectations, guiding efforts in improving service usability.
- **For Marketplace Platforms:** Understanding developer proficiency and preferences enables platforms to tailor recommendations, improving satisfaction and platform engagement across varying expertise levels.
- **For Researchers:** This study identified the need for novel approaches for locating services with subpar QoS or documentation, as a way to enhance service provider feedback and platform trustworthiness.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has described a large-scale empirical study on how integration developers select web services. Our findings highlight that numerous services plagued by poor QoS suffer from lackluster support from service providers and the developer communities. Factors, including service level, cost, and support from service providers and communities significantly influence the utilization of RapidAPI services. Among these factors, support emerges as the one that impacts most which services end up being selected. Additionally, when classifying repositories by the developers’ proficiency levels, we discovered that skilled developers focus on factors that include popularity, latency, and provider support. Finally, service integration can benefit from better error-handling strategies.
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